Trail Tree Newsletter
October 2021

This is Volume 54 of the Quarterly Trail Tree Project Newsletter. We hope the topics in this newsletter
will be of interest to you. If you want us to report on other things, just let us know and we will be happy
to do that. Below is all the latest news.

Trail Tree (TT) Database
Trail Tree Database
As we enter October, the number of trees in the database is at 3,130. The trees in the database now cover
45 states and Canada. Our hopes are that someone now finds trees in North Dakota, Idaho and Nevada
to round out the lower 48 states.

Trees of Interest
For this Newsletter, we have selected trees to
show from those submitted in March to April
2021. We had documented the various Marker
Tree types as of November 2020 in our book
Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indians Trees and
Places. Now, from the trees being found, we have
determined there is one more category that we did
not know about. This new category has been
labeled the “Atrocity Marker Tree.” We will show
examples and discuss why it has the name Atrocity
later in the newsletter.

GA Trees

GA Tree

Beginning in March 2021 and still underway, we have been researching a 160-acre area in North GA
which as of now has been identified as having had six individual cultures occupying that area from the
1400’s until the 1800’s. The amount of earth energies found at that site are astounding and clearly that is
what attracted them to the site. The cultures that have been identified to date are: Cherokee, Creek,
Apalachee, Sioux, Mayan, and Gwynedd (Moon-Eyed). The Gwynedd culture are the Welsh who arrived
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in North America in 1170 and are often referred
to as the “White Indians.” We are currently
working on researching that culture and will
publish a history of their civilization in North
America hopefully later this year.
On the 160-acre site are multiple Marker Trees
mostly related to the Cherokee who bent them
to mark graves and ceremonial sites. We have
included two of these trees one of which was
determined to be 240 years old and the other
300 years old.

NC Trees
We have three trees from NC all of which are
old and one with a unique configuration.
Purdy’s tree is a typical pointer tree but it also
has a second pointer on the hip of the tree so it was
probably used as a trail marker tree. Valerie’s tree is
more of a standard bent tree but very old. Ellen’s tree
is also showing some age and is a standard
directional tree category.

NC Tree - Purdy

GA Tree

NC Tree - Valerie
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WV Tree
Amy has been scouting the WV area for us for
several years and found several new ones this
year. One of those is included in this newsletter

WV Tree
NC Tree - Ellen

AR Tree
Suzy found several new trees in AR one of which
is fairly unique in its configuration. This tree has
a double pointer. The pointer to the left is
associated with a Ceremonial Healing site. The
section to the right is a directional tree marking
direction to a water source.

CO Tree
We don’t get many trees from CO but this
one is major tree. Nakoma with help from
our colleague Laura were able to document
this tree. This a very old Ponderosa Pine
showing its age by the orange color of the
bark. This tree is believed to have been
used in Ute ceremonial events.

AR Tree
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CO Tree

TX Tree

TX Tree
Andrea found this amazing tree in TX. Many of the TX trees are from the Comanche and
bent a little differently than those of other states; however, this one is a very standard
configuration and probably related to the Wichita tribe.
TN Tree
Ching found this tree on his land in TN. It is obvious a very old one.
AL Trees
Johnny is a new researcher working in the AL area to
locate trees in Middle AL. Two of the trees he has
found have been selected to show. His first tree was
probably used for a Ceremonial Birthing site.
Unfortunately, the tree is very old and has begun to die
with the vertical member breaking off.
His second tree is also old but it seems to be holding
up better that the other one.

TN Tree
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AL Tree

Atrocity Tree Category
We found the first example of an Atrocity tree
in August of last year at Pickett State Park in
eastern TN. Within months of that find, we
discovered two more, one in TN and one in
AL Tree
AL. By September of this year several more
have been found which led us to understand that this type configuration tree has a special
purpose and many tribes have used this configuration to express great sadness and horror
from the senseless loss of tribal members who had been slaughtered. Most often, the ones
that were slaughtered were woman and children. The configuration of these trees is not
bent but rather broken in multiple directions to show their broken hearts from the loss of
tribal members. These trees are found at the site of the slaughter.
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Indian Heritage Sites Research Program
From late July to 11 August, Diane and I traveled through seven states documenting 19 sacred Indian
sites. The states we traveled through were GA, TN, KY, MO, KS. CO and NE. Starting in May, our
research group with members from GA and SC, determined that many Indian sacred sites were connected
together through a nationwide if not worldwide energy grid system. However, over hundreds of years,
the atrocities that have occurred between the Indians and the settlers, the pain inflicted by these events
has cause many connections to be broken. We were led to reconnect those sites that were no longer
connected through ceremonies which were performed at the sites. We began with four sites in GA and
one in SC and then continued elsewhere. After each ceremony, we used dowsing to check the site and
found it reconnected and the power of the energy at these sites increased as measured at some of the
Geospirals and Healing sites.
Throughout our summer trip, if we encountered a site that was not connected to the grid, we performed
the ceremony and the site was reconnected as determined with dowsing.
Some of the sites we visited included in TN: a Gwynedd (Moon-Eyed) village; in MO: the Smallin Cave
which was a sacred site to the Osage; in KS: the Kaw Nation Dance Grounds and old Reservation; the
Treaty Tree and signing site with the Osage to open the Santa Fe Trail westward; Monument Rocks
National Monument, sacred to several tribes; in CO the Castlewood Canyon Healing site and another site
on private property which has multiple sacred sites; another healing site at the top of a small mountain;
and a number of sites in the San Luis Valley of CO related to the Ute, Pueblo and Apache.
Our current research focus is on the Gwynedd people who came to North America in 1170. They were
often referred to as the “White Indians” or “Moon-Eyed People.” History has ignored their existence but
we have found their villages in GA and few other states and are working to document this civilization.

Presentations and Book Signings
When the Covid crisis started to reduce greatly in the spring and early summer of 2021, we started getting
ready to go back on the road to do presentations and book signings. However, Covid has come roaring
back so we may not get many of these done in the near future.
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The new presentation is Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and Place which is based on our
new book. The newly modified and updated workshop is on Dowsing Indian Cultural Heritage Sites.
This workshop is a one-day teaching and field experience workshop to teach what we have learned and
practice everyday in using the comprehensive skills of dowsing. Usually, these two go together on a 1–
2-day event. Mostly, these are offered for free unless the site is longer than about 150 miles from our
home in Jasper GA. The dowsing workshops are limited to about 20 or preferably smaller. The
presentations are preferred to be at least 50 or more. If you are interested in scheduling these new
presentations, contact us at mountainman93@gmail.com.
There have also been two new presentations prepared that were scheduled to be presented at the
Wilderness Wildlife Weekend in Pigeon Forge in 2020 and 2021. Those weekends were canceled by the
TN folks. They are now scheduled for January 2022. These presentations are: Medicine Man, Earth
Energies and Healing and The Secret Geodetic Code to Design and Build Sacred Buildings.
Several other presentations are on the schedule for Oct and Nov but they may be canceled if the Covid
situation does not improve.

New Book
The new book, Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and Places has been on sale for about 9
months now and is available on the website at https://mountainstewards.org/deciphering-the-signssacred-indian-trees-places/. Deciphering the signs, interpreting Indian trees, and identifying sacred
places involves new understandings and new techniques in research that include Native Science,
dowsing, earth energy and more. Some of our methods are supranormal which sometimes invites
skepticism. However, if you are interested in becoming involved with the excitement of being able to
achieve unprecedented results in locating, documenting, and helping to preserve Indian culture then this
book is for you. Prepare yourself to step into a world where your sixth sense becomes a major part of
your everyday life. If you’re not yet a believer, you may become one as soon as you experience the
phenomenon of dowsing.

Facebook
To stay in touch with our activities in between Newsletter issues, follow us on our Facebook pages at
www.facebook.com/mysterytrees
and
www.facebook.com/groups/126677990699812/.(Mountain
Stewards). The Mysterytrees Facebook page now has well over 2,000 followers and the Mountain
Stewards page has grown to over 800. These sites provide a running account of our weekly activities.
Please log on to the site and LIKE the page. This opens our information to a larger audience and helps
educate folks about the program. Dialog often goes on between the followers of the sites who are sharing
their findings across the nation.
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